RESPONSIBLE LIGHTING
1 - All lights have a clear purpose (task specific).
2 - Avoid light clutter. A few well designed luminaires are better than numerous harsh, glary, poorly designed lights.
3 - Use fully-shielded, full cut-off light sources. Ensure LEDs have recessed bulb/diodes.
4 - Position and angle light sources carefully and direct light only where it’s needed.
5 - Choose warm amber lighting (1800-2200 K) circled in green on the right
6 - Favour LEDs with diffusers (covered diodes) for improved light quality, safety, and visual comfort.
7 - Control lighting via dimming, curfews, sensors and/or timers.
8 - Lower the lighting levels to reduce contrast. Use LEDs with a low lumen output. Less is more.
9 - Aim for softly dispersed, evenly distributed, indirect light as this improves visibility and safety.
10 - Prioritise vertical illumination over horizontal illumination to support visibility and orientation. (*Examples on the next page.)
11 - Use lighting only when required and switch it off when not in use.
12 - As soon as it gets dark, close curtains and louvres, and cover skylights to prevent interior lighting escaping outside.
If using white LEDs (2700-3000 K) reduce the lumen output, lower the intensity via dimming, limit the operation time, and use automatic sensors
and/or timers. White light worsens light pollution and it can disrupt the health of humans, flora and fauna. It also degrades the nocturnal landscape
and the night sky.
Benefits of Responsible Lighting
• Saves energy and supports sustainability;
• Improves safety, visibility, comfort, and life quality, and assists in orientation, navigation and wayfinding;
• Supports human health by reducing the harm of disruptive blue light (melatonin suppression and an increased risk in cancer, obesity, heart
disease, depression, anxiety, etc, etc), and reduces risks to mental, neurological, and eye health;
• Less disruptive to nocturnal species, all ecology, and the environment;
• Protects the night sky from light pollution;
• Supports astrotourism and stargazing which can boost local economy;
• Enhances the appearance, ambience, and curb appeal of buildings, properties, homes, and neighbourhoods.

Additionally • Security lights and illuminated signs should be shielded, full cut-off, and controlled by sensors and/or timers.
• Self-illuminated signs (with an internal light source) should be avoided. Instead, use plain signage with downlighting, and a matt surface with a
darker background.
• Skylights in buildings (especially in residential homes) can be used if they have adequate louvres/blinds.
• In ecologically sensitive areas, non-residential lighting should be avoided between 11 pm and 6 am.
• Any lighting for new roads, public pedestrian accessways and cycleways should be managed to improve visual comfort and safety, minimise
sky glow, and avoid light shining on areas of water.
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AVOID THIS
DO THIS INSTEAD
Vanity lighting, light clutter, over lighting, and glare. Well placed, shielded lights. Lowered lighting levels. No glare.

Horizontal lighting, excess glare, and light trespass.

*Vertical lighting. Light is directed downwards.

Horizontal lighting. Harsh glare and light trespass.

*Vertical lighting, directed downwards to avoid light nuisance.

Harsh, excessively bright, white lighting.

Shielded, soft, low level, amber lighting (1800-2200 K).

Harsh, glary, white light without sensors and/or timers.
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LIGHTING BASICS
Night vision performs best when artificial lighting is at low levels, warm in colour, softly dispersed, evenly distributed (low in contrast), and indirect
(doesn’t shine directly into the eyes). This allows safe navigation and the ability to see objects in the shadows.
Lighting vertically so the surfaces of walls are softly illuminated, assists in orientation and wayfinding.
Bright lighting does not equate with increased safety. All it does is provide a false sense of security. Below left, vision at night is hindered by light
sources that are glary, bright, and strong in contrast. Whereas when light sources are covered, below right, objects can be detected easily in the
shadows.

Compromised visibility due to direct lighting, high contrast and glare.

Improved visibility and safety when there’s indirect light without glare.

Although bright, white lighting at night is helpful for close up tasks, it is unsuited for road and traffic lighting, and general exterior lighting because
at night, our eyes are not adapted to the kind of high-intensity, excess radiance, and strong contrast produced by LED light sources. This is why
it’s important when using LED light sources that the bulbs/chips/diodes are not exposed to the human eye.
The human visual system is incredibly complex and there’s still much we don’t understand. However, we do know the white light and excess
radiance produced by LED road lighting worsens glare, increases visual disturbances, and can also reduce mesopic vision needed when driving
at night. As a result, these LEDs decrease visual acuity and safety, and pose a road hazard.
Drivers 40+ years, as well as those with the degenerative eye condition keratoconus (a common form of astigmatism) are especially at risk, and
glare and contrast is particularly problematic for the elderly as they obscure vision.
Furthermore, glare increases during poor weather as the blue wavelengths of light reflect off water molecules, worsening driving conditions.
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RESPONSIBLE LIGHTING GUIDELINES TO PROTECT ECOLOGY
All artificial lighting at night (ALAN) adversely affects ecology, especially white light, harming all living organisms with a day/night cycle. This
includes flora and fauna, and also single cell organisms such as bacteria. There are multiple, complex, cascading consequences which is why
responsible lighting practices are necessary. Keep in mind, lighting acts like a physical barrier to many species, preventing them from moving
around their habitats and undertaking necessary behaviours for biodiversity.
Some factors to be aware of –
• Wildlife can be negatively affected by light pollution at levels that are undetectable to humans.
• While amber light sources are generally less disruptive to wildlife, it’s important to reduce the excess radiance and luminance (brightness) of
LEDs. Use shielded LEDs with integrated optical diffusers that cover the diodes. Select LEDs with a low lumen output, and apply dimming.
• Avoid illuminating gardens, trees, and pools, and limit the use of exterior solar and fairy LED lights.
• Avoid lighting that shines into and reflects from bodies of water such as ponds, streams, rivers, lakes, harbours, and the ocean.
• Apply nocturnal placemaking where areas are intentionally left to be naturally dark to protect ecology.
Moths & Insects
The dramatic decline in insects (the insect apocalypse) has been linked to artificial lighting at night (ALAN) with white light being the most harmful.
New Zealand has over 1800 species of native moths, most of which are nocturnal. Moths are critical pollinators. (Think of them as butterflies with
poor PR.) Many other insects are also nocturnal and require darkness to thrive. This includes various weta, glow worms, huhu beetles, spiders,
up to 30 different species of velvet worm, 25 species of native cockroaches, crickets, slugs, snails, caterpillars, flies, and flat worms, which all play
a vital role in the health of our ecosystem. Light that’s reflected from white LED street lights onto asphalt and water can act as an ecological trap.
Water is highly reflective and it also absorbs light, so the problems of ALAN are magnified when light trespasses into water. For these reasons,
it’s critical to minimise lighting near water, and to direct lighting with care, and to avoid white light.
AVOID
Avoid harsh, glary, white lighting.

DO THIS INSTEAD
Use soft, amber lighting and reduce lighting levels.

Marine & Aquatic Ecology
Many aquatic creatures are nocturnal and feed at night. This includes koura (crayfish), long-finned and short-finned eels, sea urchins, sea worms,
spider crabs, seahorses, tube anemones and feather stars and brittle stars. Also zooplankton and bio-luminescent plankton are active at night,
as are squid, the Dusky dolphin, and three native species of inanga (whitebait), all of which are nocturnal. Water is highly reflective and it absorbs
light, so the problems of ALAN are magnified when light trespasses into water. For these reasons, it’s critical to apply best lighting practices.

Avoid light clutter and lighting water.

Use minimal shielded amber lighting only where it’s needed.

Ecologically responsible pathway lighting, Riverbend Park, Launceston, Tasmania.

Birdlife, Bats & Reptiles
Many birds native to New Zealand are nocturnal, including but not limited to the endangered Hutton’s shearwater, other shearwater and petrel
species, the kiwi, and kakapo, as well as the ruru owl and kaka. NZ is also home to a number of endangered species of endemic bats which need
adequate darkness at night to thrive. Additionally, there are four species of native frogs, the rare tuatara lizard, and various endangered skinks
and geckos, all of which are nocturnal. The high intensity and reflectance of light emitted by LED light sources can attract and disorientate seafaring birds, also causing them to become grounded and vulnerable on land.
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Inappropriate lighting O'Shucks / Trader Ricky's Restaurant, Cocoa Beach, Florida.

Improved ecologically responsible lighting.

Plants
Plants also require darkness at night. Disrupting their natural day/night cycle with ALAN disrupts important biological processes, which ultimately
damages the foodchain and reduces biodiversity. Many New Zealand plants evolved strong scents to attract night-flying moths such as the
Mahoe, Raupeka (the Easter orchid), and some pittosporums.
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RESPONSIBLE OUTDOOR LIGHTING GUIDELINES
Ensure windows have effective blinds and/or shutters to prevent interior light escaping outside.
Ensure lights are not directed towards reflective surfaces.
Choose dark, textured surfaces listed below, to reduce reflectance from light sources.
SURFACE
Natural grass and vegetation
Weathering steel / Corten steel (rusted effect)
Brick (dark)
Brushed tinted concrete (dark)
Painted surface (dark and matt)
Pre-coloured factory metal (dark)
Raw / stained timber
Stone surface
Smooth light-coloured concrete
Painted surface (light)
Artificial grass (sand base)
Brick (light)

REFLECTIVE PROPERTIVES
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High

SUITABILITY
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
OK
OK
Avoid
Avoid
Avoid
Avoid

Darker coloured, pervious, permeable, and porous surfaces for pavements, driveways and courtyards are helpful to manage stormwater. They
can also help to reduce light pollution as the surfaces are textured and therefore, less likely to reflect light from streetlights and other light sources.
RESPONSIBLE OUTDOOR LIGHTING GUIDELINES FOR HOMES, BUILDINGS, LANDSCAPES
Bollards are an effective way to illuminate streets, paths, steps, and cycleways. The bulb or diodes should hidden from view which eliminates
glare, improves visibility, and reduces light pollution and harm to wildlife. All light should be directed downwards. Favour amber (1800-2200 K)
however, 2700-3000 K is acceptable as long as the bollard is well designed. Select low lumen output LEDs to keep lighting levels low. Also,
apply dimming, sensors and/or timers when possible. The following examples show the properties to look for in bollard lighting.

AVOID
Avoid bollards that emit harsh, white light, and bollards where the light source is exposed, as shown below. This produces glare which hinders
vision and reduces safety. These light sources also cause light pollution, and they harm insects and wildlife.
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AVOID

Unsafe colour/spectrum, uncontrolled, unshielded, poorly positioned, harsh, glary,, light..

DO THIS INSTEAD

Carefully controlled, well directed, warm, low level lighting, Sydney Observatory, Australia.

Wall Mounted Lighting
Luminaires should be fully shielded and full cut off (bulb/diodes recessed within the fixture). Light is directed downwards. The emitted light should
also be soft, diffused, and warm (1800-2200 K). Wall mounted light sources that emit light upwards and downwards, are acceptable as long as
they are positioned under a balcony or the eaves of a building so the upwards light is capped to prevent it from escaping into the sky.

Recessed Lighting for Steps
Ensure lighting is recessed and positioned as shown below, so the light that’s emitted is soft, diffused, and warm (1800 – 2200 K).

Courtyard / Landscape / Exterior Home Lighting
Lighting should be minimised for gardens, and definitely avoided on trees. Please refer to Responsible Lighting Guidelines to Protect Ecology.
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Examples of Best Lighting Practices for Buildings, Businesses, Landmarks, and Carparks
Note the warm (2200 K), softly dispersed lighting below left. Light sources are shielded so light is directed downwards with no upwards light spill.
Also, the light softly washes the vertical surface of the walls, the pavement, and the side doors, to assist orientation and navigation.

Shielded, well directed, amber (2200 K). Frama & Tumbleweed Laundry, Marfa, Texas.

Well directed, warm lighting. Marfa Gardens in Marfa, Texas. Photo by Stephen Hummel.

Shielded lighting (2700 K) directed downwards. Big Bend Sentinel Building, Marfa, Texas.

EWO Amber 2200 K LED Wall Pack, EnergyLight Lighting, Christchurch..

The lighting below, uses best lighting practices as seen with the careful placement of light sources (hidden from view), the even distribution of
warm light (1800 K), and the absence of upward light spill.

Knox Church Lighting in Christchurch by Kevin Cawley.

EWO Lighting of the Arsenali Repubblicani in Pisa, Italy.

Lighting is subtle, controlled, and well directed. It also uses minimal white. Below right, curfews are applied, so lighting is dramatically reduced.
BEFORE MIDNIGHT
AFTER MIDNIGHT

Sainte-Agnès Church in Lac-Mégantic, within the Mont-Mégantic International Dark Sky Reserve, Quebec, Canada by Rémi Boucher

Below left, the light sources are well positioned, fully shielded, amber LEDs (1800 K) so all light is directed downwards, illuminating the vertical
surface of the wall and the walkway. Below right, fully shielded, warm lighting (2500 K) is directed downwards with softly dispersed light.

Jeff Davis County Annex Building, Fort Davis Texas.
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AVOID THIS

DO THIS INSTEAD

Unshielded, poorly directed, glary and unsafe lighting. Sherbrooke University Carpark.

Improved lighting that is shielded and well directed. Sherbrooke University Carpark.

Harsh, glary, unsafe lighting. US Bank, Santa Cruz, California August 2021.

Harsh, glary lighting. unsafe colour/spectrum, strong contrast, poor visibility, lack of detail.

Unshielded, harsh, glary, white light compromises vision, safety, comfort and health.

Improved lighting for better visibility, safety, and comfort, and also less light pollution.

Improved lighting provides better visibility, safety, and comfort, and also reduces light pollution.

Well directed,,amber light with no glare, supports vision, safety, comfort and health.

Security Lighting
It’s more effective to have lights turned off when not in use, with sensors that automatically turn on from activity. This alerts indicates the presence
of an intruder. Criminals need light to do their mischief so if they have to use a torch they also alert residents to their whereabouts. Brighter
lighting does not equate to improved safety and less crime.

AVOID

DO THIS INSTEAD
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Bridge Lighting
Careful placement and the controlled direction of light can minimise light spill onto water. Use recessed lighting, as shown below. Choose a
warm colour/spectrum and keep lighting levels low to reduce the negative impact on human health, ecology, and the environment.

AVOID

Unsafe colour/spectrum, excess intensity, poor placement of light sources.

Pool Lighting
Water reflects light which can increase light pollution. Lighting on water can also attract birds and insects, and disturb marine organisms. It’s
best to minimise pool illumination as shown below. If lighting is needed, use amber lighting. Ideally, avoid pool lighting all together.

Mykonos Riviera Hotel and Spa Pool in Mykonos, Greece.

Soft, subtle exterior illumination of the Mykonos Riviera Hotel and Spa Pool in Mykonos, Greece.

Industrial Lighting
Although industrial plants usually produce light pollution, the complex below has reduced its impact with shielded, well directed, 2700 K LEDs.

Altus Midstream Diamond Cryogenic Complex in Balmorhea Texas. Image by Bill Wren.
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Triple Crown Gas Plant Lighting. Poorly controlled lighting.

Although lighting is still an inappropriate colour/spectrum, the lights have been tilted downwards.

Above right, while the lighting is shielded it’s still an unsafe colour/spectrum, and is harsh and glary. Even when this light is directed downwards,
the light bounces off the ground back into the atmosphere, increasing light pollution.
Sports Ground Lighting
Sports ground lighting is often poorly directed, unshielded, harsh, glary and white, so it’s crucial light sources are fully shielded, properly placed,
and well directed, to prevent glare and light spill.

Street Lighting
White LED street lights are unfit-for-purpose, and too often, their energy efficiency is grossly exaggerated. To deliver genuine savings, they must
be dimmed by at least 50% and their lumen output reduced. Light pollution has increased in the last 10 years by 300% via the use of LEDs and
it’s estimated by 2025, 95% of lights globally will be LEDs. This means LEDs must be fit for purpose and be used with the care and restraint.

Inappropriate harsh, glary, white LEDs, Amsterdam.

Unfit for purpose 4000 K LEDs Chirstchurch.

Unfit-for-purpose harsh, glary, white 4000 K LED retrofit Silges, Nüsttal, Germany.

Unfit for purpose 4000 K LEDs Oamaru.

Improved ecologically responsible PC amber 2200 K LED. Images by Sabine Frank.

PC Amber 1800 K LED street lighting in Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada, within the Québec, Mont-Mégantic International Dark Sky Reserve. Image by Remi Boucher.

Below left and right, tunable LED street lights adjust via sensors to 2700 K when pedestrians are near, then automatically return to 2200 K.
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Improved Lighting for Service Stations
Reasonable light levels can be achieved whilst providing visibility, safety, and comfort. Adding shielding around the canopy luminaires will also
reduce the risk of attracting vulnerable shearwater species and other wildlife. Below right, the station has a lighting level of about eight footcandles
(fc), about one tenth the level of over lit stations. The Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IES) recommends 5 fc in dark
environments. The following link explains more. www.dancaton.physics.appstate.edu/NCDarkSkies/BadLight/GasStationLevles.htm

Shell Station, Sherbrooke, Québec, Mont-Mégantic International Dark Sky Reserve.

Express Stop Gas Station, Flagstaff, Arizona: the world’s first dark sky city.

Versus the typical inappropriate lighting below. Note the light clutter, intensity, colour/spectrum, over lighting, and no shielding.

A study found when the lighting under a service station canopy was switched from high glare fixtures (below left), to full cut-off (below right), the
percentage of drivers turning into the station and the volume of fuel sold daily – increased immediately. This suggests drivers find quality lighting
more appealing. (Courtesy Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.) https://skyandtelescope.org/astronomy-resources/bright-lights-bigproblems/

Decorative Lighting / Event, Holiday, Xmas, and Matariki Lighting / Illuminated Drones
Limit the amount of lighting (less is more), use light sources that emit soft amber light, position them carefully, and keep lighting levels low. All
lighting events should be managed to minimise their impact. Even when temporary, lighting needs to be controlled. As Matariki is now a national
NZ holiday, lighting needs to take into account, and respect, the cultural heritage of Matariki, and the fact darkness is needed to appreciate the
stars. While illuminated drones are replacing fireworks for events, there are drawbacks in using them. For communities that understand the
immense value of ecology, natural darkness, and the night sky, high impact lighting for entertainment alone is untenable.
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Creative Lighting Installations
Due to the adverse impact of ALAN, any lighting (temporary or permanent) for novelty,
entertainment, and visual interest, should undergo an environmental impact analysis
before being installed. Otherwise there’s the risk of installing inappropriate lighting, as
shown on the right. Not only are these “light trees” a harmful colour/spectrum, they are
harsh and glary, unshielded, and they don’t belong in this setting.
Lighting Guidance for Accommodation Providers
Research confirms the importance of darkness at night and restful sleep for health and
well-being so all artificial light at night (ALAN) should be carefully selected, managed,
and controlled to mitigate its adverse effects and to support restorative sleep. Furthermore, with the widespread use of LED lighting technology,
an increasing number of people report light sensitivity disabilities, so accommodation providers have a responsibility and duty of care to provide
lighting that prioritises comfort and safety. The following guidelines can improve interior lighting conditions whilst providing visibility, safety,
comfort, and ease.
Favour recessed lighting, as shown on the right, to softly wash light over vertical surfaces. This is more
pleasant and easy on the eye than direct light sources which can cause glare and discomfort, hindering
vision and effective wayfinding. Ensure lighting is flexible so guests can increase/decrease/adapt the
lighting to suit their needs
Below left, recessed lighting at the edge of the ceiling. This creates an inviting and welcoming effect. The
floor lamps on each side of the couch direct light downwards and the bulbs are hidden. This provides
pleasant illumination for reading and encourages a state of relaxation. During the day, the interior lighting
is complimented by natural light via the floor to ceiling windows.

Above Left - Hotel Room Hotel VIU, Milan. Above Right – Bedroom Hotel VIU, Milan

Above right, the recessed lighting above the bed is softly dispersed with flexible lighting aimed at the headboard, and for bedtime reading. The
side tables are gently illuminated providing good visibility for accessing the drawers and other items. Ideally, this kind of lighting scenario can
also be dimmed and colour tuned - changing from warm white (2700) K to an even warmer colour (1800-2200 K) before sleeping.

Bedroom in the Novatel Sea Tower, Binh Dinh, Vietman.

The same bedroom with lowered light levels.

The two images above, are exemplary examples of responsible illumination that supports comfort, relaxation, human health, well-being, and
sleep. There are no exposed bulbs/diodes, and the lighting is warmly coloured. The lighting is adaptable and lighting levels can be lowered.
Below left, desk lamps emit warm, softly diffused, evenly dispersed light. (Frosted glass/acrylic can reduce the glare produced by LED
diodes/chips/bulbs.) Keep lighting levels as low as practical. Warm, recessed lighting also enhances ambience and comfort.

Above Left - Soft lighting at Hotel VIU, Milan. Above Right - Soft lighting at the Novatel Sea Tower, Binh Dinh, Vietnam.

It’s beneficial for bathrooms to have indirect, warm (1800-2300 K), softly diffused, evenly dispersed lighting. Such lighting is also flattering and
appealing which can lead to positive reviews and more bookings.
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Below left and right, recessed, warm, and dimmable strip lighting to illuminate the vertical surfaces of walls.

For optimal sleep, provide rooms that feature light sources with low to zero blue wavelengths of light. The blue blocking LED bulb (below left)
fits into an E-27 or screw-in bayonet B-22 light socket, for bedside/table/floor lamps, as well as for ceiling downlighting. The LED downlight
(below right) also has zero blue wavelengths of light. Look for quality blue blocking LEDs that are also flicker-free with low electrical magnetic
radiation (EMF). The spectral power distribution (SPD) (below right) shows zero blue light is emitted.

Softly dispersed lighting to assist wayfinding. Ideally, the lighting should be warm and dimmed at night to enhance the ambience and comfort of
rooms. Note the subtle lighting at the base of the door, below right (highlighted by the green circle).

It is also best to avoid night lights that emit white and/or blue light. Instead, use orange or red lights and place them at floor level, as shown
below. Consider options that are sensor/motion activated. Below right, shows zero blue and green wavelengths of light are emitted.

Avoid appliances with bright LEDs such as TV screens, stereos, modems, electric jugs, irons, fans, heaters, alarm
clocks, etc, etc. Also avoid illuminated toilets/bidets. To reduce the bright light of LEDs on appliances, there are small
stickers called “Light Dims” which can be applied over them. Also, be aware of the bright white or blue light emitted
from the LEDs in fridges and ice/drink/snack dispensers. If possible, choose options with softly dispersed warm
lighting, or even better, without any lighting at all. (If this is impractical, tape a strip of orange coloured clear plastic
gel (shown on the right) over the light source.)
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Install properly fitted blackout curtains to make rooms completely dark at night. This prevents light intrusion into the
room (as well as preventing light from inside the room spilling outside into the nightscape).
Another factor which is often neglected, is a gap around doors, as shown on the right, which can allow light to intrude
or escape, as shown on the right.
Responsible lighting offers many benefits without a single drawback. Not only can best lighting practices be a
distinguishing feature of a business, it can also take the health, well-being, and comfort of guests to another level of
care, setting a business apart by providing that extra something special. For businesses aiming to specifically provide
Dark Sky experiences, services, and facilities, please also refer to Lighting Guidance for Dark Sky Ventures.
Lighting Guidance for Dark Sky Ventures
This guidance can also apply to eco-tourism where the protection of flora, fauna, and the nocturnal landscape are crucial. Responsible lighting
can be achieved by limiting the number of light sources, selecting the correct light sources, positioning them with care, and controlling their
output and use via dimming, timers and/or sensors, and applying curfews. Lighting for buildings, pathways, parking and stargazing amenities
should be carefully executed in order to provide safety, visibility, and effective wayfinding at night without ruining night vision and harming the
very asset your business depends upon – natural darkness at night.
• Ensure best lighting practices are applied to all lighting, interior and exterior, including parking areas and signage.
• Ensure lighting is controlled and adaptable via dimming, motion sensors and/or timers, and tuneable LEDs.
• Choose recessed, and/or shielded light sources that emit amber to red light. (Avoid direct lighting with exposed bulbs/chips/diodes.)
• Avoid harsh white lighting as this prevents dark adaption (the ability to see in low light situations and to view the stars at night).
• Ensure that lighting is indirect, softly dispersed, and evenly distributed,
• Minimise the intensity of all lighting by using recessed light sources and keeping light levels low.
• Avoid horizontal lighting. Instead, carefully illuminate vertical surfaces to assist orientation and wayfinding.
• Position light sources carefully to direct light downwards.
• Use glow-in-the-dark paint or reflective tape to edge steps, paths and doorframes as an energy-neutral alternative to artificial lighting.
• For pathways use glow-in-the-dark gravel, glow-in-the-dark disks, or well designed bollards.
• Instruct guests on how to use lighting responsibly to optimise their experience of appreciating the nocturnal landscape and the night sky.
Examples of Best Lighting Practices for Dark Sky Ventures
The images (below left and centre) have minimal lighting that is thoughtfully placed to illuminate only the area that is needed. In this case, the
entrance/exit. There is zero upward light spill and the light is warm (2200 K). The light source itself is hidden to assist vision and safe navigation.
Below right, note the warm coloured downward directed wall pack and the subtle shielded light source at the edge of the deck.

.
Above left and centre, Javelina Hideout Terlingua Texas images by Stephen Hummel. Above right, Big Bend Stargazer, Terlingua Texas.

Below left and right, note the orange lighting and the way the roofing over the deck prevents light spill into the sky above. The interior lighting
can also be dimmed and/or switched off to allow stargazing.

Fossil Knob Ridge Chisos Night Sky Accommodation in Big Bend, Texas.
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Note the warm, dimmed lighting in both of the images below. This is ideal for guest comfort, night vision, and health. It’s also more respectful to
the nightscape and environment. Flexible and adaptable lighting is key.

Above left, note the warm coloured, well positioned, indirect wall lighting. Above centre, note the subtle, soft, well positioned lighting. Above right, lighting is warm and subtle.

Stargazing Facilities

Note the use of red light. Mt John Observatory, Takapō, Image by Maki Yanagimachi.

Note the red lighting to assist night vision. Stargazing at Forestry England.

Note the use of red light to support night vision. Cowan Observatory Facilities, Takapō.

Battlesteads Dark Sky Observatory Northumberland International Dark Sky Park.

Red lighting allows night vision. (The glare could be further reduced with shielding and better placement.)

AVOID THIS
The following examples are of ventures in New Zealand and abroad, that provide dark sky experiences. The oversights shown here can be
resolved with responsible lighting. Although windows and skylights allow guests to view the exterior, this is only effective when interior lighting
levels are minimised as much as possible. It’s best to have curtains/blinds for when guests have the lighting on, as this prevents light pollution.

This lighting is too bright and white, and the curtains are sheer, so light escapes. Ideally, skylights should also have louvres / covers that can be closed to prevent light escaping from the room.
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While glass allows stargazing when the lights are off, if the lighting inside is white, bright, and poorly positioned, this creates light pollution and prevents visibility of the nightscape.

With glass structures or buildings with large windows, it’s vital to have well designed light sources, to position them carefully, and to use them
only when necessary. Lower lighting levels, applying dimming, and avoid the reflection and escape of light as much as possible.
The exterior lighting below, could be improved if the light was warm instead of white, it was directed downwards, the lights were positioned more
carefully, and the lighting levels were lowered. The edge of the decking and steps could also be highlighted either by subtle recessed lighting,
or with glow-in-the-dark paint or discs.

Unnecessary glare, light spill, and light pollution from poorly executed exterior lighting.

Alternative Wayfinding Solutions
Instead of using electrical light sources consider glow-in-the-dark discs as shown in the photographsbelow, and/or reflective tape/markers.

Glow-in-the-dark discs along the Omokaroa Walkway, Tauranga..

Glow-in-the-dark disks for around the home.

He Ara Kotahi (Star path) in Palmerston North is a 100-metre long stretch of footpath, designed so it doesn’t create light pollution, allowing an
unaffected view of the night sky.

He Ara Kotahi Star Path in Palmerston North Star Path Palmerston North. https://nevanadesigns.com/our-network/new-zealand

Glow-in-the-dark pathway, Poland.
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